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This responds to questions 9 through 12 and 15 through
21 in your memorandum of December 30, 1982, on the above

subject.

Question 9: Department of Defense (DOD) regulations
pecify that in order for a customer to use a project order,
hef'work or service being requested must be 'specific. and

l~ffnite." Anything that is not a project order falls-under. '

i.s~c. 686 (now 31 U.S.C. S 1535Wgenerally known as the
riomy Act.) From -a legal standpoint, what are the criteria

't distinguish project orders from Economy Act orders?

Answer: As you point out, project orders must be
specific, definite, and certain'." (DOD Inst. 7220.1, sec.
II.A.& Also, as a general rule, orders placed with indus-
ial funds which do not qualify as project orders (e.g.,

llitary interdepartmental purchase requests (MIPRs)). are
onsidered to be Economy Act' (31 U.S.C. S 15354 orders, sub-

Ject to the requirement of'deobligation to the extent the
rder has not been performed when -the funds originally obli-
* ed expire.

W vAny order placed with- an'industrial fund, if it is to
8erve as the basis for a recordable obligation of funds, m St
be for specific goods or services. 31 U.S.C. S 1501 (a)(1) 
-aSpecifically identifiable subject matter is a general 'legal

rquirement for formation of a binding contract, which in
rn is the basis for obligation of funds. Id.. Thus, the
quirement that the project order be specific, definite, and

rstain is not a unique distinguishing feature of project.'

I ni fact, a project order is simply an order which is--
S ficgnough to suport an obligation and which meets the -

efinition in DOD Instruction .7220. X(sec.. III.A.):
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-Any order * * * which is the subject of
ILI*X< . any of the purposes set forth in (the

Instruction] and which is placed with a.
Government-owned and operated establish-
ment * * * by a component of a Military
Department or Defense Agency shall be
deemed to be a 'project order' * * **

8.:. Conversely, any order placed with an industrial fund for
< w % purpose not authorized by the DOD--Insgt-ru-ct-ion-(exkpre~s-s -y -~-

unauthorized purposes include education, training, subsist-
.ence, storage, printing, laundry, welfare, transportation,

travel, or communications) cannot be treated as a project
F~order and would fall instead under the Economy Act.

In summary, the difference between Economy Act orders
* 

8
~d.project orders placed with an industrial fund is not that
D iect orders are necessarily more specific than Economy Act
Pders;"Economy Act orders can be and, if they are to serve

.lie basis for obligations, must be,. as specific as project-
3 rders. Rather, the significant difference lies in the dif-
f 7'nt' purposes for which they are issued; the difference
lhuis a result, not of a distinction in the laws governing

E project orders and Economy Act orders, but because DOD has by
>'regulation limited the purposes for which project orders may

be used. (As noted above, there is a difference between
Economy Act orders and project orders in terms of whether
funds remain obligated at the time they would otherwise

w xpire for obligation or not.)

W t Question 10: If an industrial fund is going to accom-
*plish all or part of the work to fill an Economy Act order by
l~etting a contract, must that contract be let by the end of
>*e fiscal year (i.e., before the O&M appropriation
*Xpires)?

V W <Answer: By law, an Economy Act order cannot be used to-
11 1tena thee vailability of funds beyond the end of the period
Of availability applicable to the ordering agency. 31
-.S-C S 1535(d The Department of Defense and the military
Partments, as well 'as other agencies, can perform an Econ-
Y Act order by letting a contract rather than performing
task themselves. 31 U.S.C. s 1535(b).<( Thus, a military
$trial fund can perform an Economy Act order by letting a

STti!eract but, to the extent no 'contract has been let at the
-tbie the customer's funds expire for obligation,-the funds

ligated by the customer for the order must be deobligated.

* -~~~~~~2-
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In.general, therefore, if an industrial fund is going to
fill an Economy Act order by letting a contract and if the
'Contract has not been let by the time the funds obligated by
the Customer expire for obligation, those funds may not be

used.

''i Question 11: Does the project order law permit indus-.
* trial tunds to let contracts to fill those (O&M funded)
'orderS after the close of the-fiscal-year-?

a'' pAnswer: The O&M funds you refer to are available for
one fiscal year. The industrial fund.may let a contract to
gfill an O&M-funded project order after the close of the fis-

2
cal year. However, an O&M-funded conomy Act order, in

,Accordance with 31 U.S.C. S 1535(d4, cannot be used to extend
fithe availability of the funds. Under an Economy Act order,

;1f~the industrial fund has not incurred obligations, before
.end of the. period of availability of the appropriation,
..tself performing or in making an authorized contract with
other'person to provide the requested goods or services,
;ntthe 'amount obligated is deobligated.", 31 U.S.C.
"1535(d).

.Question 12: [a] Can an industrial fund let a work
~equest or project order (e.g., to another industrial fund)

Wto complete work ordered by a customer on a project order or
a work request? [b] If so, when the original order was a
ork request must customer (O&M) funds be deobligated by the
nt of the fiscal year to the extent the second industrial

fund has not completed work (i.e., in the same. manner as if
te, first industrial fund had not let a second work
quest)?

'Answer: (a] This question deals with "subsidiary order-
ng"Fby an industrial fund. Industrial funds are authorized
use subsidiary ordering within the Government and to con-

:tract with commercial firms, pursuant to a project order,
provided such 'subsidiary ordering and contracting are inci-

dent to and are for use in carrying out the project order."
ADDInstruction 7220.1, sec. VI.A.70

truct, io

t-': With regard to Economy Act orders placed with an indus-
tial fund, the Economy Act contemplates that DOD and the
Nilitary services may place Economy Act ord es to be filled
Ad letting a contract. 31 U.S.C. S 1535(b)%Yj We see no
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'eason why the contract which is let to fill such an Economy
*ct order cannot itself be either a project order or an Econ-

;' fly Act order placed with another industrial fund.

"b] To the extent the work under an Economy Act order
S not been performed or a contract let at the expiration of

a 8ailability of the funds obligated by the customer agency
under a work reguest, the customer must deobligate. 31
d.S.c. S 1535(d Your question involves an Economy Act

- --to-an-industr-i-al-fund-,-which-pl-aces--a--subsidiary-.order
w vhich may be either a project order or a work request. The

¢recipient of the subsidiary order then does not complete work
by the end of the fiscal year from which the original cus-

¢tomer obligated funds.

If the customer's funds can remain obligated by an Econ-
ViAct order in these circumstances, the effect is to defeat
*jtdeobligation requirement of 31 U.S.C. § 1535(d)Xeven
oMgh no work has been performed and no contract let outside
eiGovernment. The industrial fund accepting the-initial

.has no apparent function in this kind of transaction.
Xcept as a conduit, and it is clear that if the order had

-.placed directly with the second industrial fund, the
ideobligation requirement would apply. Even if the subsidiary
eorder is a project order, under which the first industrial
Wgfund need not deobligate its funds at fiscal year-end, we
hlieve that the original customer's funds should be deobli-
rated pursuajt to the Economy Act. (Cf. DOD Inst. 7220.1,

sec.- VI.A.S* 'Project orders-may not be issued for the pri-
3ry purpose of continuing the availability of appropria-
tions.

h Question 15: You found two Navy requirements contracts
Antered into d'uring FY 82, under which work orders purporting
WtObligate PY 82 funds were issued both before and after the
fnd Of PY 82. The first contract is for interior and exte-

2|'or painting of various buildings.at a-Navy base; the second
t.; for weed and pest control on the base. Both contracts
Sere entered into toward the end of FY 82 and continue into
RPY 83 for one year from the date of the contract. May FY 82
fUdS be obligated for services performed under the contracts

n'PY 83?

-4
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Answer: Yes.

The general rule. is that appropriations of any given
year may be obligated only to meet a bona fide need of the
s Yore fiscal year. E.g., 58 Comp. Gen. 471 ,4773 (1979).

< service contracts, to the extent that the need for the serv-
- ices arises in a subsequent fiscal year, are to be charged to
-¢the fiscal year in which the services are rendered. E.9., 60

f ii p-Gen.-2-1-9-.¢2-l-(l981).While some work orders were
4 placed in FY 1982, other tasks under the contracts will not

b e ordered to be performed until FY 1983.

The general rules do not apply to these two contracts,
' however. Section 708(f) of the 1982 Department of Defense
ih.Appropr ation Act, Pub. L. No. 97-114, 95 Stat. 1565, 1579

19 8 1),¶provides that DOD appropriations for FY 82 shall be
Eailable for

"* * * payments under contracts for main-
-' it ;tenance of tools and facilities for twelve

- months beginning at any time during the
-s~e- fiscal year***.

It is this language that is cited in the excerpt you
provided from the Naval Facilities Engineering Command Con-
ttracting Manual, § 9.2.1 (1979), as authority for entering
lnto one-year maintenance service contracts that do not coin-
cide with the Federal fiscal year; apparently it is a recurr-

?Ing provision in DOD appropriation acts. Accordingly,
cause the two contracts at issue are for facilities main-

tenance, a service covered by section 708(f)Cof the 1982 DoD
Appropriation Act, the Navy may obligate FY 82 funds for
#ervices provided in FY 83 for one year from the date of the

'oontracts.

Question 16: During your visit to the Mare Island Navy
, you found 13 customer orders, citing .FY 82 funds,

Ich were accepted by the shipyard after the end of FY 82.
AMost of these customer orders had been backdated to show
:cceptance on September 30, 1982.) May FY 82 funds be obli-
gated under the. 13 customer orders?

Answer: Eight of the customer orders are basic con-
* tacts, not amendments to existing orders already accepted

PY 82. Because the orders were not accepted by the ship-
Yard until after the end of FY 82, the FY 82 appropriations

-ad already expired and thus were not available for new obli-
aions. See 31 U.S.C. s 1502(a) Accordingly, these orders

4n - 5-
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JGB 28o6t be funded from FY 82 appropriations. (In the order

f s ' jYwhich they appear in Attachment XI to your submission, the
contraCtS are nos. 1, 7-13.)

The five remaining orders are amendments to existing
Acntracts entered into in FY 82. One of this group (no. 2 in
ttachment XI) contains what appears to be a correction to

'dta furnished-in-fan-earlier amendment. The correction does_
yt affect the amount of funds to be obligated under the con-
tract, nor does it seem to change the scope of work under the

.Original contract. Two other orders (nos. 5 and 6) are
amendments decreasing the amount to be obligated on existing
orders. Like order no. 2, these amendments do not purport to
obligate FY-82 appropriations after they have expired, and

.us are unobjectionable.

The remaining two orders (nos. 3 and 4) increase the
of FY 82 funds to be obligated on existing orders.

l~use these orders were accepted after the end of FY 82,
e FY;;82 appropriations had expired and were not available

l ognew obligations. However, expired funds may be restored
md used to fund increases on work orders in two situations:

'1) to meet upward adjustments to previously recorded obliga-
tions, when the adjustment is not due to a change in the
riginal scope of work; and (2) to liquidate obligations that
iere validly incurred during the fiscal year of availability,

>but which were not recorded before the end of the fiscal year
<(for example, where a contract was awarded, but the obliga-
;tion not recor4ed, before the end of the fiscal year). E.g.,
F17 9708-O.M.t June 24, 1975.

These two orders do not fit the second exception and we
cannot determine from the amendments themselves whether the
bdiustments are due to an increase in the original scope of
grk. If they are, FY 82 funds'may not be obligated in the
lcreased amounts. If they are not--if, for instance, the
amendments represent funds needed for a cost overrun on the
xisting orders--Fy 82 funds are available for obligation,
prvided that the performing agency incurred valid obliga-
2Ions under the order before the end of FY 82. (Because
phese two orders are Economy Act orders, the original appro-
Priation had to be deobligated to the extent that the per-
oraming agency had not incurred valid obligations before the'"
d of FY 82. Thus, expired funds could be used to fund
ard adjustments within the original scope of work only if -

lid obligations under the order were incurred during --
? 82.)
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Question 17: How specific must the description of work
to be performed under a contract be to support obligation of

A ~il fuds under the contract? The question arises in the context

two contracts you found in which the work to be provided
"o if described only generally. The first contract was for
^gjiSing "tech-orders." Although the contract specified a
fixed price per page revised and the agency obligated an

ount for total costs under the contract, the-contract did
not specify which tech orders were to be revised. The speci-
fic revisions were communicated-to-the---contractor-i-n-a-ser-ies-

.of letters issued in the subsequent fiscal year.

The second contract, a project order, was for repair of
P exchangeable components and spare parts.' Specific items
And quantities to be repaired were not specified in the
project orders, which were issued quarterly. Funds were
located among items repaired during each quarter.

9Answer: One prerequisite to recording a valid obliga-
n indera contract is that the contract must call for

cific goods or services; a contract lacking a sufficiently
cific description will not support a valid obligation.

leel31 U.S.C. § 1501(a) B-196109,4October 23, 1979.

- Both the contracts at issue appear to lack the required
degree of specificity. Both fail to describe in any but the
uost general way the kind of product or service to be pro-
pided, and both contemplate that the specific descriptions
"ill be communicated to the performing party at a later
date. See B-196109,Xsupra (order for signs held insuffi-
$Cently specific where adescription of signs was to be
>Ofltained in subsequent requisitions, even though total

quare footage and price per square foot were specified in
Order); 44 Comp. Gen. 695VA1965) (order to Government
Printing Office not firm and complete where copy to be
* inted was not provided).

Although total estimated obligations should not have
eten charged against the appropriations current at the time
the contract was signed, once specific orders were placed (in
the first contract, when the tech orders were specified; in
the SeCond,..when the repairs. were described) those orders

f bcame firm and complete and would support a valid obliga-
'on of funds then current.

4 -7 -
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Question 18: How definite must data used to determine
the estimated cost of a contract be to support a valid

in the amount of the estimated cost? You cite
three examples where funds were obligated on the basis of
etitmated cost data. The first contract involved crash
.damage repairs to an aircraft. A precise estimate could not
be made because the aircraft had not been inspected for the
etent of damage. The amount obligated under the contract
X_.based principally on the amount of funds available. The
second contract was for ttear-dowr-and-quote-"-repai-rs-of----- - ..__

-'iquid oxygen tanks. A fixed price was quoted for the "tear
down' portion. However, the amount obligated for actual
repairs was an estimate based on past experience. The third

R&type of contract was for engineering services where actual
g costs were to be based on engineering hours actually used,
g~rather than the estimates used to determine the amount of

| funds to be obligated at the time of contract award.

-Answer: Where the precise amount of the Government's
ability is not known when the obligation is incurred, as in

l r st-type contract, the obligation should be recorded on
e~basis of the agency's best estimate. See, e.g., 50

CSp. Gen. 589,<591 (1971). The obligation made under the
f first contract you cite does not appear to represent the

gency's best estimate; to the contrary, it appears that a
more precise estimate of the actual cost could have been
obtained by examination of the aircraft to be repaired.
Horeover, you suggest that the amount obligated was based on
he amount of appropriations available, and there is no

indication that that amount has any reasonable relation to
tthe amount actually needed.

In comparison, the obligation under the second contract
*Ppears to represent the best estimate possible under the
circumstances, since the actual cost could not be known until
-he contractor completed the "tear down" phase of the work.

l milarlyr assuming the estimated price figures are based on
A Calculation of estimated total hours. required under the

* Ofl tract, the obligation of the estimated amount under the
gtird contract seems reasonable.

In any event, if the contracts referred to in your
M ;baTPles are cost-type contracts, the Government's actual
ts are chargeable to the original appropriation cited in
contract, regardless of what estimated costs were

-8-
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,eCorded as obligations initially, so long as the actual
,osts do not exceed a contractually established ceiling. See

| -195732 September 23, 1982, 161 Comp. Gen. .

Question 19: For three orders for supplies placed late
fY 82, you ask whether the orders were intended to meet

:^bona fide needs of FY 82. The first order, placed on
.>ember 28, was for 58,000 board feet of 2x4 lumber from
ij-e~!P~ly The ordering organization normally uses about__

E iO OO0 board feet a montih and tries to keep one month's
supply on hand. The lumber was delivered on October 6, and

tK ost remained in storage as of November 1982. The second two
irders were for 600,000 sheets of paper, placed on
.eptember 23 and 29. The ordering organization uses about

'K1.2 million sheets a year and had 400,000 sheets on hand at
Ehe time of the order. The third order, placed on

ptember 28, was for furniture for a dormitory being refur-
shed by a contractor. The contract completion date for-the
Ufjbishment is July 1983. Base supply estimated that the

tniture would be delivered in March 1983.

Answer: The general rule is-that appropriations of any
hien year may be obligated only to meet a bona fide need of

he same fiscal year. E.g., 58 Comp. Gen. 471 473 (1979).
[here delivery of goods is scheduled only for a subsequent
fiscal year, or if the contract timing effectively precludes

ivery until the subsequent fiscal year, it is presumed
tlthe contract was made in the earlier fiscal year only to

obligate funds from an expiring appropriation and that the
goods were not intended to meet a bona fide need of that
year. See 38 Comp. Gen. 628 4 30 (1959). However, the
resumpETon does not arise with regard to orders to replace

Itck" used in the year in which the contract is made, even
tough the replacement items will not be used until the
fOllowing fiscaql year. See 44 Comp. Gen. 695 (1965); 32
.mp. Gen. 4364 1953). In this context, "stock" refers to
ireadily available common-use standard items.". 44 Comp.

'Gn. at 697.

With regard to the first order, the lumber may be
LCharacterized as nstock" because the ordering organization

81Ias a consistent need for lumber in the standard size _
'Ordered. Thus, the order could be funded from FY 82 appro-
Anrations, if it were intended to replace lumber used in
i: 82. The second order, for paper, also appears to be to
replace stock.

-9-
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In contrast, the third order, for furniture, does not
ear to meet a bona fide need of FY 82. It was clear at

SO tm that the--o-rer was placed that there would be no
theet for the furniture until late in the following fiscal

when renovation of the building in which the furniture
was to be used would be completed. Accordingly, FY 82 funds
should not h ve been obligated for the furniture. See
f

9 5
136-O.M. XAugust 1 1, 1972 (order for work invol-ve in

nlocation-of--employ-e-e-s-ielc-.not to create valid obligation
for year order made since new office space would not be

ilable until following fiscal year).

Question 20: In the two orders you cite for base main-
tan~e to.be performed by an Air Force industrial fund acti-

,Lty, you ask whether obligations may be recorded at the time
he industrial fund accepts the order. The first type of
@ris for work to. be performed by the. industrial fund
self. You found specific orders where there were no firm
ltmates of work starting.dates and where orders placed in
. '1979-1981 were still incomplete in FY 82. The second

lijnvolves orders placed with an industrial fund for which
eawork will be performed by a contractor engaged by the

i'dustrial fund. You characterize these orders as Economy
At orders, not project orders. You found cases where funds
ligated in the fiscal year in which the order was placed

were carried into subsequent fiscal years, even though the
industrial fund had not awarded contracts for the work
Ordered. You noted that, according to a Defense Audit
Service draft report, about $7.26 million obligated in these
cases should have been deobligated at the end of FY 81.

U Answer: Under both project orders and Economy Act
ders, funds may be'obligated at the time the order is

acepted. However, appropriations obligated under an Economy
ct order must be deobligated at the end of the fiscal year
harged to the extent that the performing agency has not
nCutred valid obligations under' the agreement. Funds obli-
ated under project orders are not subject to this limita-
tion, See 59 Comp. Gen. 602 1980)'(Economy Act orders);
k.135037-o.M.,kJune 19, 1958 project orders).

In the first example you cite, because the orders
:volved are project.orders, the funds need not be deobli-
ted at the end of the fiscal year, without regard to the.
's trial fund's progress in performing the'work ordered.

es that the orders were specific enough to consti-
e Valid project orders and were to meet bona fide needs of

-10-
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the fiscal year in which the orders were placed. If they
were not--ifI for'example, funds are obligated only to
prevent their expiration--no valid obligation aro at the

' time the order was placed. See 58 Comp. Gen. 47.1,k473
¾1979),) However, 'it appears that the industrial fund may be
* violation of the Air Force Regulations you cite, which in
art require the activity which accepts an order to be in a
09 ition to perform without delay.

with regard to the second category of orders you cite,
assuming that your characterization of those orders as
Economy Act orders, rather than project orders, is correct,
funds obligated under the orders must be deobligated at the
end of the-fiscal year to the extent that contracts have not
ben awarded to perform the work ordered.

4Question 21: In one-case that you found, agency offi-
als Stated that notices of award for three contracts were
le~d. to the contractors between 10 p.m. and 12 p.m. on

l tember 30, 1982. However,. there is no documentary evi-
. iice'(certified. mail receipts, postmarked envelopes) to show
ueinthe notices were mailed. You ask whether the burden of.
Proof is on the agency to show that the contracts were
awarded' by mail before the end of FY 82.

..;. Answer: In order to obligate FY 82 funds under the
three contracts, the notices of award would have to have been
filed before the end of FY 82. See 59 Comp. Gen. 431X
* 1980). Your question seems to relate to the adequacy of the
agency's proof that the notices were mailed before midnight
on September 30. Although documentary evidence would be the
est proof of the mailing, lack of such evidence does not
five'rise to a presumption that.the contract award was mailed
Do late. Rather, without proof to the contrary, we have no
grounds to challenge the agency officials' statements that
the awards were mailed on September 30.

<+ Question 22: In one.case that you found, requisitions
from Bergstrom Air Force Base were entered into the base

AUPply's computer, which apparently was programmed to
rigger an issue from inventory once a requisition meeting.
'ertain specifications was processed .hy the. computer. At
C11:30 P.m. on September 30, the computer began-reprocessing
requisitions that it had rejected earlier due to coding
errors in the requisitions. The reprocessing.-continued until

- 1 1-............................................... , 7
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3:00 a.m. on October 1. You ask when the obligations
, operly may be recorded, when the requisitions were first
entered into the computer, or later, when the rejects were
reprocessed and an issue from inventory was triggered.

-^ Answer: The arrangement described in this question
appears to be the same as that described in question 14 of
your December 30 memorandum, i.e., an industrial fund compu-
ter is pre-programmed to process orders meeting certain
Specifications;-whitch-speccficatioons-are-ver-i-f-i-ed-by-computerf
edit checks. In these circumstances, we believe that custo-
mer requisitions meeting the specifications may be regarded
as Nacceptances" for obligation purposes; thus submission of

:a proper requisition completes the requirements for recording
an obligation. However, the requisitions described in your
question were defective when first submitted and, accord-
ingly, did-not constitute valid acceptances at that time. A
ecordable obligation would not arise until a proper requisi-
ion was submitted. Thus, any requisitions originally
ejected by the computer and then not processed until after
2.00p.m. on September 30 were not valid FY 82 obligations.
cordingly, no binding agreement arose until FY 83 and obli-
ations for those requisitions should not have been recorded
until FY 83.

^ Question 23: In FY 81, an order was placed with an
Industrial fund to replace roofs on nine specified build-
Ings. The industrial. fund did not award a contract for the
ork until the middle of FY 82. Later in FY 82, it was
determined that four of the nine buildings did not need to
have their roofs replaced and that the original estimate of
funds needed for the.work was too high. Instead of deobli-
gating- the funds that were freed up as a result of the two
changes, the funds were used to perform work on more than
four other buildings, which were not identified until late
.82. You asked whether substitution of the buildings to be

r Paired constitutes a change in the original scope of work,
us preventing the obligation of FY 81 funds for work on the

8Substituted buildings.

r > Answer: The general rule is that expired funds may be
*e~bigated~for additional work-only if it falls within the-,....
:,oiginal scope of work under the contract. E.g., B-1797O8,$.
ufne 24, 1975. In the case you cite, it appears that repair?
f the replacement buildings was not contemplated by the

;'Parties when the order-was placed in FY 81, nor does the work

4.,
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pear to meet a bona fide need of FY 81, since the substi-
S ed building were not identified until late FY 82. See 25

Gen. 332 1945).(originai appropriation could not be
,ged with cost of replacing boiler because original
tract did not obligate contractor to replace boiler).

frdingly the deobligated FY 81 funds should not.have been

4 Cued to fund repair of the replacement buildings in FY 82.

:- iA-project-at-Lackland Air Force Base.
provided tor renovation of serving lines in five-dining-.hal-ls---a

vo a la carte' feeding systems. The project was funded
l-ing operation and maintenance (O&M) funds. An official at
the base advised that. the project was split into two separate
projects and work was spread out over several years in order
o comply with a requirement in Air Force regulations that
O&1 funds obligated for a minor construction project. be kept
ilow $100,000 in.any one year. An official at the base

'ineded that the project most appropriately would be classi-
edWas a single project. - You ask whether splitting the
doect into parts to avoid complying with the ceiling .on use
tO&M funds, is illegal. You cite several Air Force regula-
lons which appear to prohibit such action.

Answer: The Department of Defense (DOD) is authorized
to use O&M funds for military constructionAprojects costing
~not more than 20% of the maximum amount specified by law for
. minor military construction project. 'Military Construction
odification Act, Pub. L. No. 97-214, 2(a), 96 Stat. 153,
55 (1982), adding 10 U.S.C. S 2805(c)k For FY 83, the maxi-
Mum authorized amount is $1 million; thus, construction
projects could be funded using.O&M funds up to $200,000. An
arlier provision, 10 U.S.C. S 2674(e)V repealed by the
Ji1litary Construction Codification Act, 96 Stat. 173, pro-
lded that O&M funds could be used for construction. projects
sting up to $100,000. The $100,000 ceilin1 is also
ontained in DOD Directive 4270.24(D)(2)(c) which was issued
before passage of the Act but remained in ef ect as of
September 30, 1982.

' . The Military Construction Codification Act2y provides

The definitions in the Military Construction Codification
-Act are derived from 10 U.S.C. S 2674(g) the predecessor
provision repealed by the Act.'
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